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Title: The Indian Reservations

You will see these symbols throughout this PowerPoint:

This means you have 
to think about an 
idea or answer, but 
no writing is 
needed.

This shows you 
how long to spend 
on a task.

This means you 
have to write an 
answer out.

This means you have 
to read some 
information.

This should take you approx. 45 mins



Indian Reservations

• In 1851 the reservation solution was 

introduced by the U.S government. 

This meant the Plains Indians were 

moved to special areas called 

RESERVATIONS. 

• There they would receive annual 

cash payments from the government 

and be taught how to become self-

sufficient farmers.

Read through the information –



Negotiate or exterminate?
Negotiate = Solve the Indian problem peacefully
Exterminate = Solve the problem more aggressively
Split your page in two – put the correct statement in the correct column.

1. Had worked with the Indians and gained some understanding of them

2. Some people had suffered from the Indians hostility such as; Settlers, miners and soldiers 

living in the west.

3. Believed aggressive tactics would only make things worse

4. The Indians were savages!

5. People wanted a military solution to the Indian problem 

6. They hoped through education and missionary work they could transform the Indians into 

good Christian farmers.

Activity –
Approx. 15 
minutes



• 1851:  A council met at Fort Laramie, 

with members of the United States 

Government and the Plains Indians.  The 

Government wanted to build roads to 

allow white settlers to travel to the 

West.  They wanted the Indians to live 

within certain boundaries, and give the 

remaining land to settlers.

• They offered money and goods.  They 

could not understand that the Indians 

did not believe land could be owned. 

Shortly afterwards this treaty was broken. 

The 1st Fort Laramie Treaty
Read through this slide.



Second Fort Laramie Treaty (1868)

President Grant’s peace policy (1868)

President Grant recognised the problem and 
advanced a Peace Policy. There were three strands 
to this:
• First was a continuation of the policy of 

confining the Plains Indians to reservations –
with government funding and training they 
could learn how to become members of 
American society.

• To support this process, corrupt or incompetent 
Indian agents running the reservations were 
removed- replaced by Christian clergymen.

• Army officers were placed in command of the 
surrounding areas, with the task of protecting 
the Indians from outside disruption and 
preventing war parties from leaving the 
reservation.

Historians argue this did lead to a reduction in the 
number of conflicts. However, ultimately this policy 
failed due to government corruption and economic 
pressures.

In 1868 the government admitted defeat and changed it’s policy. 

The government realised the Sioux and their allies could not be 

defeated militarily. At the same time, an alternative route to the 

gold-mining areas had been opened. So the government agreed 

to withdraw from the forts, and under the terms of the 1868 

treaty the Great Sioux reservation was created.

• No non-Indians were allowed to enter this land

• Red Cloud agree to this treaty

• When the Sioux moved in they burned the forts to the 

ground. – Had they won?

• Red Cloud then lived peacefully on the reservation.

• Not all the Sioux agreed to this and left the reservation to 

follow more militant leaders such as Sitting Bull and Crazy 

horse. 

Read through this slide.



Activity – Approx.  40 minutes

On the following slide is information regarding  life on a Reservation for 
a Native American. 

1. You need to decide on a title for each box. They are in the box on 
the right side of the slide. 

2. You then need to add in the long term consequences of life on 
reservations for the Native Americans. You will find these on slide 
12. The first one has been completed for you as an example. 



Life on a 
Reservation for an 

Indian

………………………………………………………..
Laws reduced the size of the Sioux 
reservation and split the Sioux into 
smaller groups.
Long term Consequences:

…………………………………………………………………
Sioux were banned from leaving their 
reservations. Horses could not be kept.
Long term Consequences:

…………………………………………….
Feasts, dances and 
ceremonies were banned. 
The power of the medicine 
man was undermined – his 
help to give visions for 
power in war and success 
in hunting not necessary. 
Long term Consequences:

Life on a 
Reservation for an 

Indian
……………………………………………………………….

Heads of families were encouraged to 
collect their own rations; chiefs were 
banned from distributing them to the 
tribe. Government took control of legal 
matters: Indians could not punish or 
judge band members. Land is broken up 
into individual plots; Indians become 
land-owning farmers.
Long term Consequences:

Give each 
section a 
title:

• Shrinking 
the 
nation

• Reducing 
the 
power of 
the chief

• Making a 
living

• Changing 
religions

Going to school
Children taken from parents and sent to boarding school; parent’s 
rations stopped if they resisted. Children’s lessons prepared them 
for ‘the white man’s world’. They were punished if they were heard 
speaking their own language, they were given ‘white’ names.
Long term Consequences:
Next generation of Indians are taught to speak, think, dress, and act like white 

Americans. Often, children could identify with neither social group, they felt 

isolated, their self-belief non-existent.



Long term consequences of the reservations:

• Next generation of Indians are taught to speak, think, dress, and act like white Americans. Often, 
children could identify with neither social group, they felt isolated, their self-belief non-existent. –
already completed.

• Power of the chief was weakened, Sioux no longer operated as a tribe with one leader. Had to 
abandon their traditional laws and rights (relevant to Plains life) and familiar roles. As farmers, the 
Sioux no longer had to hunt – be skilled riders.

• Wealth acquired in dollars and/or crops. Young men no longer learned skills of what it was to be 
warrior.

• In small pockets the Sioux nation would never again be able to band together to make war on the 
white Americans.

• Spiritual gap created – more willing to accept Christianity.

Add the long term 
consequence to your 
sheet  



Problems the Indians faced on the Reservations

• Poor land to ……………….. crops

• Children were taught English and American …………….. 

• Dependent on ……………… rations from the government

• Annual …………………..

• Way of life, culture and dignity was ……………………….

• Indians Bureau agents were …………………….. 

• Medical ………………………………. was weak

• Most senior army officers were …………………………….. 
against the Indians 

Words:
Payments
Destroyed
Treatment 
Values
Prejudiced
Beef
Grow
Corrupt

Complete the 
sentences using the 
words in the textbox. 
Approx. 5 minutes.



Optional task

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uasibVl4hHE

• 7.35 mins

• This clip covers the reservations content in a revision video if you 
need any further clarification.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uasibVl4hHE


Explain the importance of the reservations in the destruction of the native American way of 
life (8 marks)

[P] One reason why the reservations helped to destroy the 
Indian way of life was…

[EV] describe in detail

[EX] This led to the end of their way of life because…

You could talk 
about:

• School

• Religion

• The chief

• Feeding 
themselves

• Splitting up 
the tribes

[P] One reason why the reservations helped to destroy the 
Indian way of life was…

[EV] describe in detail

[EX] This led to the end of their way of life because…

Activity – approx. 20 minutes.
Complete the exam question using the information  you have just learnt from the previous slides. Use the sentence starters 
to help you . You must include two factors listed in the blue box.  


